Leadership Commitment
The Greater Omaha Team has been closely monitoring the evolution of the COVID 19 Pandemic
with our team leaders.
We continuously collect information from the most accurate and reliable sources globally. We
meet daily to discuss and respond to emerging developments. Greater Omaha Packing
leadership is committed to employing practices that mitigate the spread of this virus.
Protecting our associates, our customers and the community is essential. We’ve taken
recommended actions to protect and educate. We will actively course correct our approach as
credible information is revealed.

Associate Well Being
To best protect our team members and communities, we are following the advice of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) including taking the following measures:
Requiring sick associates to stay home.
Separating and sending home associates who appear to have respiratory symptoms.
Requiring frequent handwashing, as well as personal health etiquette.
Amplified sanitation practices are in place across all work and shared spaces.
Education of and commitment to these best practices are required of all associates.

Consumer Well Being & Food Safety
Coronavirus or COVID-19 is not considered a food safety concern.
The CDC says “currently there is no evidence to support transmission of COVID-19 associated
with food.” USDA reports “There is no evidence at this time to suggest that the Coronavirus is a
foodborne pathogen.” According to a statement from the FDA, “We are not aware of any reports
at this time of human illnesses that suggest COVID-19 can be transmitted by food or food
packaging.”

Customer Well Being & Operational Commitment
Greater Omaha Packing is a BRC certified facility and we are held to strict standards on all
incoming raw materials.
Protecting our business operations is essential, therefore we have employed a questionnaire to
screen all visitors before gaining entrance to our office.
We have discontinued all visits to the plant for non-essential employees.
We have further emphasized our excellent manufacturing practices for sanitation in all food
production, storage and common areas.
We are closely engaged at every point of our supply chain to manage and prevent disruption of
supplies, production and distribution.
We have business continuity measures in place ensuring supply.
We are continuously working to identify risks and alternatives to any part of our supply chain that
could be affected by this outbreak.

Travel Precautions
We have implemented travel restrictions and suspended all nonessential travel.
We require associates who have recently traveled internationally to self-quarantine.
We have limited team meetings and have employed the use of video conferencing in lieu of face
to face meetings. Attendance of large work-related events has been halted and we have asked all
associates to employ the same caution personally.

